Fiib has instituted a leadership development module for select students who demonstrate potential for greater development. Called the *Fiib Leadership Program (FLP)*, the purpose of this program is to develop life-long skills set in areas of career planning, and professional and leadership development. It also helps to provide an understanding of the challenges of the professional environment. To accomplish this goal, the program is designed to incorporate required and optional academic coursework, career development programs and leadership development opportunities. These are blended in a defined course of progression which ensure ample scope for student development and preparedness.

---

**PLAVON BORA**

“Through the leadership platform of Fiib, I learnt the art of presenting facts and figures underlining the source. After all accuracy can be brought in only when we are aware of the efficacy of the source. This helped me walk that extra mile with ease and conviction while conducting research, sharing information and making presentations.”

---

**PRIYANKA SINGH**

“Thank you, The Fiib Leadership Program! I was one of the select few to work for the NGO, ASER. This gave me opportunity to reconnect with my philanthropic side. With ASER, I got an opportunity to implement the classroom learning’s of HR into practice which acted as an eye opener.”

---

**SUGANDHA ARORA**

“I thought “getting good marks” was everything in academics. Through my course, I realized I needed more to achieve my goals. FLP motivated me to explore more possibilities and facets. Whether it was writing for the CSSAR website, an NGO that I was associated with during my FLP internship or give a presentation during the Finance Conclave, FLP groomed me to do it all. Thank you, mentors for giving me a better shot at success.”

---

**NUPUR GROVER**

“FLP helped me broaden and widen my vision as I set my career journey. Interaction with prominent people gave me clarity about future possibilities available to our generation.”

---

**SONAL DUA**

“Transforming a shy person such as myself into a reasonably confident professional is a huge tribute to the FLP. The program has helped me step out of my comfort zone and feel better prepared for the corporate experience that awaits me.”

---

**ASHISH MANCHANDA**

“Utilizing this leadership platform of Fiib, I was able to showcase my ability to think out of the box. Coming up with multiple problem solving suggestions has been my biggest value add from FLP. Every session of FLP brought me closer to my goal of being an ‘Independent Thinker’. The importance of introspection was also a major take away from this platform.”

---

**VIKAS CHOUHARY**

“FLP took me through a self-exploratory journey, thereby bringing me to the platform where I could give a shape to my vision.”

---

**DHRUV MAHAJAN**

“While academics was never a problem, I was not too comfortable with speaking or presenting in public. Through various trainings conducted during the journey of FLP, I was oriented to the art of public speaking and presenting facts in a convincing and credible manner. This gave me the confidence which helped me while negotiating with the banks for creating gateways for donation for NGO.”

---

**ANKIT PHARTIYAL**

“I had always believed that leaders are born and cannot be created. However, this belief began to change when I got selected for FLP. This program enabled me to enhance my skills & empowered me with confidence, style and strategy that helped me lead effectively during the ‘Meraki Summit’- our Business Plan Competition administered by the UDAAN Club, which bagged the attention of all top B-Schools across the country.”
AJAY SINGH

“Importance of flexibility, relevance of change and its adaptations are value additions which FLP has added to my personality. Working for an NGO through FLP gave me an insight into the responsibilities which modern Indian youth needs to undertake.”

RAKSHET SHARMA

“FLP pushed me to the limit as I multi-tasked between my classes, projects, FLP sessions that ran late into the evenings, NGO project, corporate guest sessions etc. Today, I can work well even in trying conditions and balance many activities simultaneously.”

SHREESTI GHOSH

“During this journey of learning, I realized that just learning is not sufficient. To display that learning in an effective manner, using the right medium is crucial. Non-verbal communication is an essential element of over-all conversation ability. The FLP platform empowered me with the value of effective non-verbal communication, enabling me to improve my interpersonal skills, a critical element in the world of work.”

JATIN ANEJA

“Stage fright has always haunted me. In my first interaction with my FLP mentors I discussed this at length. In the beginning, I even refused to participate in such forums. However, through exclusive interactions with corporate mentors, I was able to overcome this fear and today have showcased my skills to one of the top HR consulting firms.”

GURPREET SINGH

“FLP has taught me the value of seriousness, dedication and achievement. It has helped me to overcome my weaknesses and apply my strengths to shape up my career path.”

LIJIN JOHN

“I have been a little cynical all my life and have avoided introspection. Getting selected in FLP was a turning point for my self-awareness. I learnt to introspect. This led to a positive shift in my perspective. The NGO experience, which was a critical part of FLP imbued in me the desire to contribute in meaningful ways to our society. My favorite moment at IIB was the launch of FLP. The entire journey has been replete with learnings, but with fun. Trainings, Projects, Research, Work, NGO, experience, Mentor Interactions and Corporate Sessions were a few avenues created for leadership and learning. The opportunities were very helpful and shall be cherished for life.”

UTKARSH GARG

“FLP has been like a launch pad for me for many activities - whether it was working for an NGO, Udyan Care; interviewing Alumni of our institute; working for my institute’s conferences or working with Airtel for their Delhi Marathon. I have found many avenues to display my leadership skills.”

SIJO C THOMAS

“My favorite moment at IIB was the launch of FLP. This entire journey has been replete with learning but with fun. Trainings, projects, research work, NGO experience, mentor interaction and Corporate sessions were a few avenues created for leadership learning. The opportunities were very helpful and shall be cherished for life.”

RAVI KUMAR

“People know me for my energy level and dedication. However, I am not sure of how to channelize this in the right direction. Through FLP Projects, I ventured into numerous projects and corporate interactions that helped me utilize this skill. The turning point of this journey was my selection for the Corporate Project with AON HEWITT.”